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FOREWORD
This submission to the National Planning Framework 4 Call for Ideas is on behalf of West
Dunbartonshire Council, representing a variety of stakeholders and a range of smaller
landowners and businesses keen to invest in an area known collectively as North Clyde
Riverbank. These ideas overlap with a number of other initiatives including the ongoing work of
the Clyde Mission, the Regional Spatial Strategy and City Deal.
Whilst we appreciate there is no specific call for sites included in this NPF 4 process, we believe
that the Call for Ideas creates an opportunity, not only to answer the questions you have laid out
in the prospectus, but also to introduce particular projects and concepts to this most exciting
transformation in Development Planning. Nowhere is ambitious long term thinking needed
more than on the future of the River Clyde. We believe that if we take the right approach the
next 30 years will see transformative change that places the River back at the centre of our
communities, our society and economy.
The process has also given us the opportunity to reflect on current practice and consider how
planning in West Dunbartonshire, Glasgow City Region and Scotland will move towards creating
sustainable places; in particular, to consider how we can help support the creation of ambitious
visions, exceptional developments and exemplar projects.
The River Clyde in Glasgow is still seen as a socio economic challenge and a target for
regeneration when in fact, it is at the beginning of a new era of growth. This is particularly the
case in West Dunbartonshire, crystalised around a significant number of available and inter
connected sites.
Big ideas, visions and / or different ways of thinking will be required for us to reach the
ambitious targets we have set nationally for carbon neutrality. At the same time we need to
meet the country’s health and wellbeing, housing and employment needs. It is important that
we do not forget the past. We need to create a mixed-use Clyde where living and working co
exist.
North Clyde Riverbank (NCR) is in our view an exceptional opportunity for sustainable growth
and regeneration, bringing together a number of interconnected sites all bound by a common
goal; the rediscovery of the Clyde as a vital social, economic and environmental resource. We
want to see an intensification of the physical activity on the River Clyde and on the land that
lines its shores. Activity will take many forms; living; working; recreation; energy production;
advanced manufacturing; assembly and fabrication to support offshore wind and wave
technology. We want to create an exemplar living and working environment on the stretch of
the Clyde from Clyde Bridge to Dumbarton. You have asked for big ideas and we think there is
the potential to create an entirely carbon neutral ‘Green Clyde’ that is a gateway to rediscover
the River and transform the future of Scotland’s West Coast.
This proposal as a National Development is being submitted in the context of the Clyde
Mission NPF4 response and Clydeplan IRSS. This WDC Submission echoes the high level key
themes contained in both strategic documents and develops them in a way that is specific to
River-based placemaking in West Dunbartonshire and the unique opportunities presented
by these almost continuous sites at North Clyde Riverbank. We look forward to working
with the National Planning Framework team and with Glasgow City Council, Renfrewshire
Council, Inverclyde Council and Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park Authority on the
development of these ideas for the NCR Project.
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Planning for Scotland 2050
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While achieving this target is by no means straight
forward, there is broad support for initiatives and
ideas they will help us get there. The question for
the National Planning Framework and the emerging
Regional Spatial Strategies is how they and our
planning system generally, can lead and direct this
process; whether the imagination, ambition and
skills exist within our planning system and the
professionals that work within it, to get us there?

The National Planning Framework (NPF) 4 is
emerging at a most critical and interesting time.
Putting the Covid-19 crisis to one side, this is a new
era for our society and our economy. We are leaving
the European Union and we are now examining
the nature of our own democracy in far greater
detail. Who can say what will happen between now
and 2050 but it feels like we are living through a
paradigm shift in the country we know.

It seems clear to us that the Central Belt of Scotland,
which has the greatest proportion of Scotland’s
population, motorway network, energy usage and
GDP, will play a fundamental role in grasping these
new opportunities. With the Glasgow, Lanarkshire,
Renfrewshire, Inverclyde and Dunbartonshire
authorities centrally involved. The instinctive
common sense in the proposal to integrate land
use planning better with infrastructure planning
points firstly to a critical assessment of where
infrastructure currently is and where it is easiest to
improve.

These are politically challenging times. The
government restrictions imposed to limit the spread
of Covid-19 are having an exceptional impact upon
the UK economy. Even when these restrictions
are lifted there is significant uncertainty over the
medium to long term economic impacts and the
depth and duration of the resultant worldwide
recession.
Juxtaposed with this new world order is the reality
of climate change. Scotland has rightly set itself
ambitious targets to be carbon neutral by 2045.
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When the River Clyde flourishes so does
Glasgow, the city-region and Scotland.
To deliver our economic, social and
environmental ambitions, we will develop
and deliver a national, place based mission to
maximise the full potential of the Clyde and
surrounding land and assets.

M9

EDINBURGH

From South Lanarkshire through to Inverclyde,
nearly 115,000 people live in the area just 500
metres either side of the river and there are
over 30,000 companies supporting around
160,000 jobs. However, around one in four of
the local population live in areas within the
15% most deprived in Scotland and there are
also over 250 sites of vacant and derelict land
covering over 400 hectares, with a number of
these and other sites are at risk of flooding.
Clyde Mission

The Opportunity

environment that surrounds the area. It will
provide a great opportunity to create a unique
place in which to live, work, invest and enjoy. The
subsequent sections of this NPF 4 submission will
demonstrate this more specifically.

The River Clyde, for so many years now has been
associated with industrial dereliction and blight
but there are signs that its time may come again
soon. Whilst being on the edge of the Central Belt
it is also a critical (and underused) transport route,
recreational resource, energy source and conduit
to new economic opportunities associated with
advanced manufacturing; offshore wind; wave and
tidal energy; and the manufacturing, assembly and
servicing of same.

The proposal for the North Clyde Riverbank
is interlinked with the Clyde Mission and the
forthcoming Regional Spatial Strategy for the
Glasgow City Region. The scale and ambition of the
Clyde Mission is vast and will require to be delivered
and implemented in phases. The Council view its
submission for the North Clyde Riverside as the first
phase of the Clyde Mission and it demonstrates
how this first phase can be undertaken and what it
could deliver based on the large scale vacant and
derelict sites located close to the River, with existing
docks, ports, jetties and access to the deep water
channel. This phase provides a framework for the
delivery of a number of opportunities highlighted in
the subsequent parts of this submission which will
assist in the delivery of National, Regional and Local
priorities now and for the life of NPF4.

These new opportunities, particularly in the area of
offshore wind and low carbon marine technology,
are growing at an unprecedented rate. The West
Coast of Scotland is likely to see very significant
economic growth in this area in the medium and
possibly short term.
North Clyde Riverbank has all the components
to create a great and successful quality place,
based on the provision of, and connection to,
green infrastructure and the outstanding natural
7
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Ultimate objective: Carbon Neutral Scotland
The Scottish Government introduced a Climate
Change Plan which outlined how Scotland will
move towards a low carbon economy to deliver
sustainable economic growth and to create a
cleaner, greener and healthier Scotland by 2032.

Ian Russell, chair of the ICS, said:

“While infrastructure investment remains a vital
factor in supporting the economy and acting as an
enabler to deliver effective public services, future
infrastructure decisions should be based on their
ability to clearly demonstrate their contribution
to an inclusive, net zero carbon economy. We do
not underestimate the nature and scale of the
challenges facing future infrastructure decisions and
recognise difficult decisions will need to be made.
This will require bold and determined leadership
from the Scottish Government. However, this is
not just a challenge for the public sector. Critically
it is a call to everyone who plans, builds, invests in,
owns, operates, regulates and, as importantly, uses
Scotland’s infrastructure. The value of investing
in infrastructure goes beyond the physical homes,
schools and hospitals we see in everyday life. If
done well, it has the capacity to unlock economic
potential, support jobs, and enable our businesses
and communities to strengthen and grow.”

To deliver such aspirations the Climate Change
(Scotland) Bill 2018 was enacted which set a target
date for Scotland to reach net-zero emissions by
2045. It also increased targets for a reduction in
carbon emissions to 70% by 2030 and 90% by 2040.
As such, this affords Scotland some of the most
rigorous statutory targets in the world to achieve
net-zero emissions within this period.
At the national level, this is supported by the
National Renewables Infrastructure Plan (N-RIP)
which seeks to support the development of a
globally competitive offshore renewables industry
based in Scotland alongside infrastructure priorities
up to 2040. Moreover, the Infrastructure Commission
was recently set up to advise on a new infrastructure
investment plan and to identify strategic land areas
to significantly boost economic development and
support Scotland’s low carbon objectives.
More recently, in January 2020, the Infrastructure
Commission published their Phase 1 Key Findings
Report. This report included eight recommendations
including one to reach net zero carbon over the
next 30 years and to accelerate the decarbonisation
of heat and transport. Chief amongst these is the
theme of maximising, broadening the use of and
better maintaining existing assets.

Phase 1: Key findings report
JANUARY 2020

The Clyde will be important for the growth and long
term operation of the renewable energy industry on
the West Coast. Glasgow’s extensive travel network
means that this broad location is a common sense
point to base and consolidate this industry. North
Clyde is not only one site and significant partnership
working with Inverclyde, Renfrewshire, Glasgow and
Argyll and Bute Councils will be required.

We may need to rethink the way we consider
the River Clyde and how we plan for it. The
reality is that the River is a key piece of national
infrastructure. With our gaze firmly set on the
national target of net-zero emissions by 2045, the
question arises; could more use be made of the
River Clyde and the land along its banks to deliver
the offshore growth that this objective relies
upon?

It is also an important travel route into Glasgow and
between Glasgow and Clyde Coast, particularly in
the summer months.

8

There are some certainties to plan towards
Energy Generation

Community

In the future we will need to generate a significant
uplift in electricity generated from renewable
sources. That said, Scotland has the greatest
potential per person per land area in Europe to
generate surplus energy.

We will continue to congregate - enjoy parks
and open spaces, especially post Covid-19. The
ICS identified the importance of place based
infrastructure. We need to plan ambitiously and
make high quality places with new parks and open
spaces that enrich the lives of our communities and
we need projects like the Green Clyde to be beautiful
as well as industrious.

In 2000 12.2% of Scotland’s electricity consumption
was delivered by renewable energy. In 2010 it was
24% and in 2018, for the first time, all of Scotland’s
electricity consumption requirements were met by
energy from renewable sources. In 2020 and beyond
we expect to consistently provide 100%, and more,
as we seek to provide a surplus and become an
energy exporting nation.

Create
We will continue to make things and will need space
to do so. Industry and investment is changing in our
more connected world, but Scotland could be on the
verge of its next industrial evolution if it can harness
its renewable energy potential.

The energy transition from fossil fuels to renewables
is moving at pace and will soon affect all aspects
of our lives. We will shift entirely from petrol and
diesel cars. All train lines will become completely
electrified or the trains could utilise hydrogen. Air
and sea travel will undoubtedly follow suit.

Work
We will continue to work in towns and city centres
but a further increase in home/remote working
will have radical impact upon our cities, our work
practices and our society. The recent Covid-19 crisis
has shown us all that we can realistically work
from home on a more regular basis. Identifying
and constructing employment opportunities near
homes is the most sustainable way to plan our new
communities.

If the Green Clyde becomes a reality then ports
and docks around the Firth of Clyde will be vital to
contributing to national economic growth.
However, it is essential that we learn from the past.
We do not want economic growth to be focussed
solely on industry. Creating places to live and
enjoy alongside industry is key for the long term
sustainability of the River and the region.

Communicate
We will need to plan for and prioritise
communication infrastructure at scale. The capacity
of our digital network has grown enormously in the
last 10 to 15 years. It is now one of the key elements
in our planning system.

Homes
We will need more homes and we will need them
to be smarter, more efficient, more durable and
quicker to build. These homes will need to be more
sophisticated relative to heat, energy and digital
networks than ever before. They will look different
and they may even be constructed to a higher
density, but ultimately we are still likely to face the
same challenges regarding constructing the right
number of homes, in the right areas which are
affordable for the many and not the few.

9
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Planning can show the way
NPF4

In West Dunbartonshire the Planning Authority
works closely with the regeneration team, amongst
others and has a strong partnership with Loch
Lomond and Trossachs National Park Authority and
adopts (in the main) a pro-development approach.

The emergence of a new type of National Planning
Framework, with timescales that broadly align
with the Infrastructure Commission Scotland,
the forthcoming Marine Plan Scotland and the
revised National Renewable Infrastructure Plan,
demonstrate a level of vision, ambition and rigour,
that is a welcome step forward.

We want to see development along the River. We
want investment. We want a greater density of
population with people choosing to come and live in
our towns.

That is not to say that local authorities don’t have
big ideas. They do. Although the preparation of this
proposed National Development Framework is at an
early stage, West Dunbartonshire is already heavily
engaged in the following key developments and
themes:

The kind of change we want to see on the River Clyde
needs significant ambition from our regional and
national plans.

Health and Well being

• Placemaking: Queens Quay - creation of a new
high quality place together with new form of
energy provision – District Heating System.

Planning can help to deliver real tangible benefits for
our residents health and well-being. It’s had a huge
impact on public health throughout its history and it
can help to shape the built and natural environments
which promote health and well-being.

• The planned expansion of Golden Jubilee
Hospital, public health agenda life sciences &
medical technology and health and well being;

In Scotland, as in England and Wales, there has been
a movement towards the alignment of policy and
practice into a whole systems approach to public
health and wellbeing. By using this approach, we
can support, enable and drive action that goes
beyond physical impact, such as reducing carbon
emissions, to indirect social effects such as walking
and exercising. To improve Scotland’s health and wellbeing, we all need to work together to shift our focus
towards preventing ill-health, reducing inequalities
and working more effectively in partnership. This
will require the establishment of the whole systems
approach in Scotland.

• The Clyde Bridge - maximising cross river
opportunities with connections to the Airport
& the Advanced Manufacturing District;
• Planned regeneration of the Carless site by
Malin Group and the creation of a Marine
Technology Park (bringing marine engineering
back to this section of the Clyde);
• The work already underway at North Clyde
Riverbank at Bowling;
• The vision for the Exxon site (WDC’s City Deal
project);
• Coastal protection and conservation;
sustainable flood prevention; sensitive and
sustainable riverfront design;

In other words, we need to move to an approach
that is not solely focussed on service provision, but
also looks at how the buildings and spaces that
are delivered interrelate with their surroundings
to encourage health and well-being. Hospitals and
health centres are in a unique position to encourage
this, for example, the Golden Jubilee Hospital is
adjacent to the Forth and Clyde Canal which could
help to contribute to reducing the burden of space for
physiotherapy by providing outdoor opportunities
within a natural environment to deliver this service
a different way. The Health Centre at Queens Quay
was also designed with its outdoor space in mind to
encourage healthy activity.

• Green network, active and other travel
connectivity, and access to Riverbank and
Kilpatrick Hills;
• Sustainable Waste management and Circular
Economy;
• New energy sources;
• Strong partnerships with other agencies e.g.
Scottish Canals;
• Strong relationships with major investors e.g.
Malin Group.
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Development at Scale

That said, the difference between our abilities,
our capacity and the will/determination, both
politically and professionally, in the 1950s and
where we are now is considerable. If we are going
to realise the potential of the West Coast for growth
of the Renewables industry we need that spirit and
ambition in our regional and local plans. Critical in
this process is an effective interaction between the
various planning regimes. Updated versions of the
N-RIP and the Scotland’s National Marine Plan are
in production and will likely emerge alongside the
NPF. Planning for the Clyde and its interaction with
the emerging West Coast renewables and advanced
manufacturing opportunities should feature highly
in both. It should also become a central focus within
the RSS.

For the first time in many years the future of the
Clyde is becoming exciting again, but only if we stop
seeing it as a challenge and recognise it instead as
an exceptional economic opportunity.
Our national 2045 objective of carbon neutrality
means that we need to maximise every opportunity
to support the growth in renewables. Currently
the greatest growth in this sector is focussed upon
offshore wind and floating wind.
Scotland and the UK have faced challenges
on this scale before. Between 1955 and 1970,
Scotland, under the New Towns Act and using
the Development Plan process, allocated and then
delivered some 250,000 homes and corresponding
levels of employment space and infrastructure
across five new towns. Whilst it is recognised that
this level of public investment is unlikely to be
matched in the near future, it is also true that we, as
planners, can rise to a challenge of this scale.

NPF

N-RIP

SDP/RSS?

MARINE
PLAN

LDP
How can our Plan-led System Drive
this Change
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A More Ambitious and Dynamic
planning System

Could the revitalisation of the Clyde also include a
significant return to prominence of communities
that used to be mainstays in the River’s history.
‘Doon the Water’ could be more than a memory
especially if new high-quality development springs
up on the routes west.

The speed of change, whether in personal
mobility, the choice of where to work from and the
importance of digital infrastructure, is accelerating.
It is our view the all of this change, if embraced and
channeled correctly through a long term visionary
planning system, could hugely benefit the target of
carbon neutrality.

This will take a level of national direction and
regional strategic thinking beyond what we have
experienced over last 50 years.

But it could potentially, also transform the way in
which we plan for growth and development. In a
world where everything is increasingly possible,
the traditional way in which we live and work is
changing, as shown through the current Covid-19
crisis. We want to know what this means for the
Clyde and how that change could begin to benefit
the people of West Dunbartonshire; economically
and socially, in terms of their life chances and health
and wellbeing. We have a potentially enormous
asset on our doorstep, but at the moment that
essential piece of infrastructure (the River) is
relatively untapped.

The journey to 2050 will happen faster than it ever
has before. Right now we still do not effectively plan
for infrastructure and land use at the regional and
local level. This is concerning because the failure to
grasp the opportunity means that we will lose out
nationally, regionally and of course locally.
Protecting and promoting the growth of renewable
energy generation (which will also rely on the
planning system) is not enough on its own to get
us to a carbon neutral Scotland by 2045. We need to
fundamentally rethink the how we plan, what we
plan and how we bring the development industry
with us. We need to respond positively to businesses
and the development industry when they want to
champion these ideas, whether or not they are in a
current development plan.

To be clear, we are not only focussed upon landing
a large single user on one of these sites. WDC want
to secure the future of the River in the long term,
making it a focus of economic, mixed use and
recreational activity both on the River and along
its banks. We will fully consider opportunities that
working from home/flexible working will create for
people to live outwith the traditional core suburban
areas. We have already seen a rise in ‘stay-cations’,
further strengthened by the recent Covid-19
financial shock.

Perhaps we need to prioritise integrated land use
and infrastructure planning for the Clyde. Perhaps
we need to identify a unique partnership that brings
together the River authorities to refocus energy upon
the Clyde as a key resource for living, working and
recreation.
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Geography in a New Post Brexit Europe
It is incredibly difficult to foresee precisely the implications of the UK
leaving the European Union. Discussions on a trade deal, post brexit,
will undoubtedly determine that relationship going forward. It is likely
however that Europe will remain our largest trading partner even if there
is some decline in trade in the next few years. One would expect (all
other things being equal) that our physical proximity to Europe will still
be the driving force in trade patterns come 2050 . Lets remembers that
long distance airborne freight and shipping freight are far from ideal in
terms of our broader goals on carbon neutrality. While trading with the
USA, China and other parts of the world could well grow, in 2018 the EU
accounted for 46% of UK exports and 54% of imports.
Nor are we likely to see a colossal reduction in the movement of people
between the UK and the EU. There are people of all nationalities that
live within the UK, currently have dual citizenship and are likely to
continue to want to travel to and from the European Union. Improved
road connections and particularly rail connections will be an essential
component of planning for 2050 alongside investment in ports, harbours
and airports. All will need to embrace new technology to limit the carbon
footprint of these various modes of travel. Projects like the entirely
essential Eurocentral Hub in North Lanarkshire will deliver a 52 minute
journey time between Glasgow and Manchester from a hub in the heart
of Scotland. Living on the edge of Europe we more than any other part
of the UK must embrace radical change and be even more ambitious, to
compete with those who are nearer to these core markets.
Whatever the physical connections may be, the way we work, the way
we live and the way we travel between these critical parts of our lives, is
changing enormously.
The real question is how a planning system can adapt to the level of
change and radical lifestyle transformation that is likely to take place,
particularly at the regional level, over the next 30 years. If one compares
our system with the more forward planning oriented continental
systems such as the Netherlands, Sweden, Denmark and Germany, we
are disadvantaged in our ability to plan long term.
We will need to better plan regionally and nationally for infrastructure
at pace and with great skill. The drive towards the 2045 carbon neutral
agenda will require a National Planning Framework (allied with N-RIP
and the National Marine Plan) that can drive a transformation in the way
that we go about regional and national planning.
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OUTER ZONE

Outer Zone

• Marine engineering and
shipping
Skye

• Offshore Wind Assembly
and Manufacturing
• Wave and Tidal Assembly
and Manufacturing
• Maintenance and
Servicing
• Supply Chain Hub

Mallaig

• Research
Inner Clyde

• Recreation / Tourism
• Living / Lifestyle
• Fisheries
• Research

Isle of Mull

INNER CLYDE

Edinburgh
Glasgow
Islay
GREEN CLYDE
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A New Heyday for the Clyde
significant deployment of renewables in waters
off the West Coast. The SOWEC targets whilst
encouraging are not likely to achieve the Scottish
Government’s commitment to net zero or the
economic activity that could be realised. West
Dunbartonshire Council recommends that Scotland
should aim for 40% to 45% of the proposed 75GW
by 2050 which would be 30GW-35GW and that land
for assembly and fabrication is available within the
Green Clyde concept.

The process of regeneration on the banks of the River
Clyde has been underway for the last forty years. The
Glasgow Garden Festival in 1988 was the physical
manifestation of a gathering view that more had to
be done to regenerate the River. Project after project
has since transformed the riverside (particularly in
central Glasgow) with the once industrial waterfront
now a series of new housing projects, events and
museum spaces.
In West Dunbartonshire, that process of
regeneration has been a little slower but here too,
the Golden Jubilee Hospital and Queens Quay in
Clydebank has seen regeneration turn around areas
of long derelict land. The emerging LDP proposes a
series of further developments at the former Exxon
site at Bowling, Scott’s Yard and on a variety of
other sites along the length of the River as it passes
through the district.

Leisure and Tourism
The UK based tourism industry has seen a significant
uplift in activity in recent years. The Highlands and
Islands, the West Coast of Scotland and Glasgow,
have benefited hugely from this uplift in people
visiting our country. We are also seeing a far greater
number of staycations by UK based families and
individuals. The Kilpatrick Hills, the gateway to the
Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park and the
Argyle coast mean the West Dunbartonshire is a
unique conduit to some of Scotland’s most accessible
wild and natural environments. However, West
Dunbartonshire’s riverside and coastal location
also needs to be better used and reflect the ongoing
transformation at Bowling Harbour. This has to be
part of the strategy to transform the Green Clyde.

That said, we want to continue to learn from what
has been done along the Clyde and for regeneration
here to be a little different from elsewhere. It needs
to be. West Dunbartonshire is not central Glasgow.
We want to create a sustainable living and working
community here on the Clyde as well as a visitor
destination. This objective taps into what we think is
a change in the potential of the River and land along
it. And critically, we want to ensure that the River
itself features in this regeneration – providing real
outcomes that see people use the River day to day.

Lifestyle
Given that we have a challenge in improving the
energy efficiency of existing homes, and it will take
time to know how transportation is changing, we
should be encouraging new exemplar developments
that demonstrate what a carbon neutral place looks
like.

Renewables
The Committee on Climate Change recommend that
75GW of offshore wind capacity will be required
in the UK by 2050, and that there is a sector deal
target of 30GW by 2030 (UK). The current Scottish
pipeline is 7.5 GW of potential offshore wind
capacity of which only 3.5GW currently scheduled
for construction. If this is all constructed it would
almost meet the Scottish Offshore Wind Energy
Council (SOWEC) target of 8GW by 2030. However,
we believe that we should be looking further
forward to 2045 – 2050. Given the long development
timescales for offshore wind, planning for that
should be undertaken now.

These exemplars will not happen by chance and
they will not happen in just any location. They will
require relatively simple land ownership; they will
be located where infrastructure exists, the market
is strong; and; where people are willing and skilled
enough to embrace a new lifestyle based around
more flexible/agile work patterns with easy access
to sustainable modes of transport.
Some of these exemplar projects will be in our
cities but others will sit in the countryside around
our towns. Currently, much of this land is zoned as
countryside or greenbelt.

Scotland has inherent strengths in this regard with
25% of Europe’s wind energy. There is significant
appetite for deployment in Scottish waters and
N-RIP and Scotland’s marine plan both show
16
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shipbuilding industry begins

2045: Carbon Neutrality
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Fairfields closed

2033

Upper Clyde
shipbuilding closes
(1972)
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Construction at Queens
Quay (site of John
Brown Shipyard

SSE Hydro constructed

Queens Dock closes (1969)

1966

1975

2016

1983

2008

1992
2000

SRC constructed on
Queens Dock (1983)

John Brown Shipyard closes
Glasgow Garden festival
(1988)

Partick Riverside
constructed
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In Summary
Living

The pursuit of a net-zero emissions by 2045 means
that ambitious and effective planning has never
been more essential. Just like the creation of the new
towns in the 1950’s, we planners have a central role
to play. But to deliver on that purpose we need to
embrace long term strategic planning as a means to
an end.

• Scotland to deliver some 35,000 (tbc.) homes
per year broken down by region, 50% of these
all new homes to be within developments of
over 1,000 units;
• 50% of all new homes in 2030 should be in
developments which are carbon neutral, 60% in
2035, 80% in 2040 and 100% by 2045.

The Central Belt will play a key role within that
journey towards 2045 and the Clydeplan region a
significant part in that process. It is our view that
there needs to be specific focus upon growth and
recognise the value in large scale development
around the City. This will include development
in West Dunbartonshire. However, we should be
ensuring that these developments are of the right
type and the right quality.

• Residential development in the greenbelt
only possible where those projects are 100%
carbon neutral and delivered according to a
comprehensive masterplan.
• Ensure that every Scot is better placed than any
other part of the UK to work from home.

Working

We need to protect the environment and we
need to respect and work with the views of local
communities but we also need new homes,
employment and the infrastructure to support
them. The recent economic shock caused by
Covid-19 will only increase the need for economic
stimulus and development activity in the short to
medium term. It is vital that we find a way to work
together to put the right type of development in
the right place respecting the needs of existing and
new communities. Planning has never been more
important.

• Masterplans must show the capacity for energy
production, offsetting and food production
alongside new development.
• Enabling capacity to work from home to
become a requirement in all new residential
developments
• Developments at scale (carbon neutral) to
include community hubs for home based
working.

Moving

NPF4 could and hopefully will, sit at the heart of this
new conversation. It could help chart a path between
the way plans are currently prepared and emerging
big ideas like NCR. Perhaps it could establish some
criteria for these discussions:

• All developments to prioritise sustainable
travel with a comprehensive plan for cycling
and walking.
• Sufficient energy infrastructure too allow
everyone to transition from petrol and diesel to
electric vehicles.
• Development at scale to plan for daily travel
solutions that do not require a private car.
• All new ‘carbon neutral’ developments should
demonstrate that heating and transport could
be delivered entirely through energy from
renewable means.

18
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Part Two:
NCR as a NPF4 Project
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The Proposal: The Green Clyde
North Clyde Riverbank

Linkages with canal towpath, Kilpatrick Hills and
Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park will
promote healthy living and well-being.

The project broadly links Queens Quay with
Dumbarton town centre through a series of sites
and projects that will combine to form an exemplar
sustainable net zero carbon living and working
communities.

Learning from some of the most successful European
examples (Bergen, Rotterdam, Emscher Landscape
Park etc.), the NCR will have a mix of uses with
living, working, movement, energy, recreation and
tourism planning through this river environment
from the outset.

For example, at Bowling, a community can grow and
regenerate around an existing railway station with
the possibility for river transport and where livework is a significant opportunity served by existing
infrastructure and with close connections with the
redeveloped Exxon site.

Lomondgate

Kilpatrick Hills &
John Muir Way

LLTNP

River Park

Quarry

Bowling

Dumbarton Central
Dumbarton East

Scotts
Yard
Exxon
Dumbarton
Castle & Rock

Railway line and stations
Strategic road network
National Cycle Route
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Bowling

A New Economic Boom if we can Integrate
Infrastructure and Land Use Planning
Utilising West Dunbartonshire’s Assets

What can we take from the competition?

The North Clyde Riverbank is ideally placed, along
with other sites around the Firth of Clyde, to
take advantage of, but not limited to, emerging
opportunities relating to

There are number of common attributes that have
encouraged and enabled the delivery of energy
transition related uses around the North Sea, for
example. The likely requirements for sites with the
NCR include:

• Advanced Manufacturing and Assembly of
Offshore Renewable Infrastructure.

• Sufficient land at scale is required or must be
able to be provided via dredging at the harbour
to create sites that can accommodate ‘land
hungry’ renewables operations - including
staging areas with large components and
manufacture.

• Manufacturing plant(s) generally;
• Other forms of marine construction and
decommissioning; and
• Land based Aquaculture.

River Park
Kilpatrick

Subsea 7

Drumchapel

Drumry
Singer

Dalmuir

Clydebank

Scottish Marine
Technology
Park

Garscadden

Golden
Jubilee
Hospital
Queens
Quay
Westway

Glasgow Airport
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Ferry Village

Braehead
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Potential Employment Land Uses within NCR

• Land needs to be directly adjacent to a harbour,
with flat topography - to allow for as much
land in one location that has direct, level access
to a harbour. Such land is specifically required
to accommodate offshore manufacture and
assembly - considered to be critical to an
energy transition zone. At least 30ha + (net) of
real world deliverable land will be required if
not more.

Large-Scale Manufacturing

The Exxon site and Scottish Marine Technology Park
(SMTP) are capable of accommodating a number
of large plots, suitable for large scale premises and
laydown areas/outside storage. Potential (with
dredging) deep water, rail and road connections
make it capable of receiving bulk materials and
components required for intermediate consumption,
final assembly and forwarding of large scale
intermediate and finished goods for national and
international markets.

• Direct connectivity to road and rail
infrastructure is critical;
• A host of secondary sites are required, closely
connected by road and rail infrastructure.

Train Manufacturing Plant

• Proximity to existing industrial areas, close to
port operations, is important to accommodate
potential supply chain activities and increase
efficiencies in moving components/service

At Hunterston, which is slightly larger than the
Exxon/ SMTP sites, it is understood that discussions
have previously taken place with Talgo for example,
regarding the possibility of a train manufacturing
plant linked to HS2 occupying part of the site
(around 40 acres).

• Involvement with universities and
opportunities to explore world class research &
development and innovation is also key;
• Advances in technology to provide automated
artificial intelligence management systems
to increase operational effectiveness in port
distribution activities is important.

To predict potential economic impacts, we have
analysed operations at the Bombardier train factory
in Derby, East Midlands. According to Bombardier
around 30% of the site footprint is ‘roofed’
workshop space, with the remainder being used
for test facilities, site infrastructure, landscaping etc.

• Exploring opportunities to reuse energy via
waste heat, energy recovery or energy storage
will be important to facilitate more efficient
energy systems.

Research undertaken by the University of Derby
in 2017 (and reported in the local press) suggests
that 2,329 staff are employed across 101,000 sqm
of workshop space – 43 sqm per job or 47 sqm per
FTE (assuming 92% of jobs are full time, in line with
the ONS Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings 2017
figures for the Manufacturing sector).

• Potential to introduce business rate relief
and/or tax incentives - perhaps through an
enterprise zone (or masterplan consent area) to
stimulate activity.
• Agreement of a shared set of values to deliver
low and zero carbon energy outcomes.

24

Off-Site Manufacturing and Construction

Decommissioning Facility

Importantly on Scotland’s West Coast, Exxon and
SMTP’s port combines with rail and strategic road
connections and development land, all 15 minutes
from Glasgow and the Central Belt. This makes it
an ideal base for off-site pre-fabrication to supply
constrained construction sites across the UK with
timber supplies being brought by ship.

The current North Sea offshore Oil and Gas
inventory is estimated comprise 560 steel platforms
and over 100,000 tonnes of subsea equipment.
To date, only 10% of platforms have been
decommissioned and activity is now expected to
increase significantly.
According to the Oil and Gas Authority, 165 projects
will cease production by including 804 platform
wells and 462 subsea wells. As a result, a total of
801,660Te of infrastructure is estimated for removal
from UKCS, a total of 15,241 days onshore work,
peaking in the early 2020s.

Modular Manufacturing

The UK Government is encouraging investment in
modular housing (engineered off-site in a factory
environment) so that supply increases from 15,000
homes a year to 100,000 by 2020.

The economic opportunity presented by onshore oil
and gas decommissioning is significant. However
the extent to which the UK will benefit is by the
limited number of port locations of sufficient size to
accommodate:

Because modular building is quicker and more
efficient than traditional housebuilding, it delivers
productivity and environmental benefits.
Insight into how it should be planned is provided
by Berkeley Homes’ recent consent for a 165,000sq
ft (around 15,300sqm) modular homes factory in
Ebbsfleet, Kent, which will produce 1,000 homes
a year and is expected to create around 240 jobs
– 64sqm per job, or 70sqm per FTE (assuming 92%
of jobs are full time, based on ONS data for the
Manufacturing sector).

• Large platforms and other structures in dry
dock and on lay down areas;
• All stages of onshore decommissioning, in
order to reduce the cost and environmental
impact associated with a current
decommissioning model that relies upon
multiple global operations in order to complete
the full scope of onshore decommissioning
works.

A similar sized facility at within NCR could generate
around £67,500 GVA per FTE, based on ONS data for
the manufacturing sector, £14.3m GVA per annum
in total.

Ironside Farrar estimate that a throughput of 45,000
tonnes (three assets) per annum would support 240
gross permanent FTE jobs equating to £14m GVA per
annum.

Marine Construction and Decommissioning

The Exxon and SMTP sites are accessible from
all waters of the UK Continental Shelf (UKCS)
making them ideal for the construction and
decommissioning of large marine structures.

Aquaculture

A recent impact study (2017) commissioned for
Highlands and Islands Enterprises and Marine
Scotland, The Value of Aquaculture to Scotland,
concludes that Scotland’s aquaculture sector has a
more certain future, in terms of customer demand
and scope to grow to meet this, than many other
Enterprises sectors of its economy. To that end,
it supports the 2016 industry led strategic plan
Aquaculture Growth to 2030, to double production
by 2030.

25
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Land-Based Aquaculture

The Exxon site is a suitable location for a landbased closed containment finfish (salmon, trout)
production facility and on a plot of 10 to 15 acres
could accommodate a recirculating aquaculture
system (RAS) fish farm in a 18,500sqm footprint
building.

Atlantic salmon production dominates the Scottish
aquaculture sector by volume and value, accounting
for 95% of finfish production by volume.
About 21% of salmon production is focussed in
the south west of Scotland and 76% of rainbow
trout is produced in the west of Scotland. In total,
in 2014/15, salmon and rainbow trout production
accounted for 10,800 full time equivalent (FTE) jobs,
earnings of £280m and GVA of £560m.

The benefits of RAS include the ability to recycle
waste resources and nutrients, reduce water
consumption, prevent sea-lice and parasites, ensure
consistent quality and afford the opportunity to
apply renewable energy concepts.

Reflecting on the national aim to double production,
The Value of Aquaculture report suggests that a
50% might be a more realistic outcome, increasing
employment, earnings and GVA by about 20%. For
finfish production density (salmon and trout), a 20%
increase would result in an additional; 2,200 FTEs,
£56m earnings and £108m GVA.

The nature of RAS finfish production means that
much of the building will be occupied by tanks and
systems for feeding, oxygenating and recirculation.
A technology driven, automated solution to
production that is relatively low density (workers
per square metre of floorspace) but relatively high
skilled.

The industry acknowledges that innovation will be
fundamental to realising the estimates of future
growth and has identified closed containment as
one such innovation that will both address capacity
and disease management.

Our working assumption is that the facility could
employ 60 full time equivalents. Data from the
Annual Business Survey reveals GVA per worker in
this sector to be £90,000 per annum. Based on our
employment estimate, GVA could be in the region of
£5.3m per annum.

26
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Climate Change
The development will help to reduce emissions,
contributing to Scotland’s target of net zero emissions by
2045, will be emissions neutral, or emissions negative.

Loch Lomond & Trossachs
National Park

Quarry

Scotts
Yard

Bowling
Harbour

Exxon
Dumbarton
Castle & Rock

Our proposal is a new a national exemplar; a
potential low/carbon zone focusing on industries
that will accommodate carbon reduction in energy
generation and its associated supply chain as well
as District Heating Networks. The Green Clyde
will embrace a fully integrated transport and
heat network that will further benefit sustainable
transport of people and goods but also increased and
efficient energy transfer between heat supplies and
users - reducing the reliance on carbon-based fuels
reducing the reliance on, and eventually phasing
out, fossil fuels.

the sustainable delivery of low and zero carbon
generating industries offshore and around the West
Coast.
The project specifically addresses Infrastructure
Commission Scotland’s objective of maximising and
maintaining existing infrastructure. Specifically,
land within the Green Clyde has been chosen to
expressly allow for interconnectivity with existing
and emerging infrastructure, and in particular
existing docks, but also to address declining
industrial areas that will be uniquely regenerated as
a result.

Accordingly, delivery of the NCR, when seen as
a central part of the broader electrification of
Scottish Renewables, will assist in realising the
Scottish Government’s climate change and carbon
reduction ambitions by significantly encouraging

Making the best use of existing nearby industrial
areas, the excellent rail infrastructure avoids
road based movements, creating reduced
carbon footprints between operators and their

28

Immediate Objectives Related to Climate Change

• Confirm allocation in LDP, NPF,4, N-RIP and
National Marine Plan.
• Agree a shared set of values to deliver low
and zero carbon energy outcomes.

Railway line and stations
Strategic road network
National Cycle Route

Subsea 7

Scottish Marine
Technology Park

Golden Jubilee
Hospital
Queens
Quay

corresponding supply chains.

• soil scrubbing;

The true potential of the sustainable transport
connections will only be realised if enhanced rail
infrastructure can support the creation of active
travel hubs to the benefit of existing and potential
future development sites for homes, jobs and
recreation

• energy pipelines,

The NCR will also be at the heart of innovation and
technological advances within Scotland’s energy
sector – creating for cutting edge research into
carbon reduction associated with energy related
industries.

• hydrogen production/ transport reuse and
transfer.

• ship to shore energy;
• smart ports;
• the ability to facilitate Capture and Storage
industry supply chains; and

Ultimately, the entire NCR will become an exemplar
for carbon neutral development that will greatly
assist Scotland in achieving its net zero target by
2045.

In addition, there are various related approaches
that could capatalise on carbon reduction within
this area including the potential for:
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People
The development will support the health, well-being,
sustainability, and quality of life of our current and
future population.

Loch Lomond & Trossachs
National Park

Dumbarton

Bowling

Quarry

Scotts
Yard

Bowling
Harbour

Exxon
Dumbarton
Castle & Rock

The future success of WDC and its people lies at the
heart of our thinking for the NCR.

Similarly, there are numerous local communities
around NCR, including Clydebank, Dumbarton,
Bowling, Renton and Alexandria. The NCR business
case will include a skills plan to enable the Green
Clyde to create training and job opportunities that
are aligned to the needs of local people. Ultimately,
the NCR will not only be about transforming low
carbon energy related industries within Scotland
but it will be about encouraging the regeneration
of the nearby deprived communities and affording
them an opportunity to benefit from this national
development opportunity.

The Area, and its people, will embrace the Green
Clyde and the energy transition agenda and
given its track record in shipbuiding, would be
the ideal exemplar in leading this worldwide
process. Practically, WDC is a good choice for
business wishing to invest in offshore wind, other
renewables, marine technology and advanced
manufacturing. As well as its obvious geographical
strength, people in and around WDC possess
skills that are immediately transferable to this
sector. The broader supply chain is comparable
to the existing manufacturing supply chain. The
physical infrastructure (including existing docks)
exists. Therefore, gradually transferring all of the
components to accommodate a new Renewables
sector will be a key priority for this project.

Creating the opportunities within NCR will
ultimately allow for the provision of a low-emission,
exemplar areas that will encourage a movement
away from fossil-fuel based production/usage to
encourage innovation in clean technologies/fuels
30

Immediate Objectives

• Commence work on the skills transition.
• Training and job opportunities
• Commence a process of consultation on
the emerging masterplan for the Green
Clyde.

Railway line and stations
Strategic road network
National Cycle Route

Old Kilpatrick

Clydebank
Dalmuir

Subsea 7

Yoker

Scottish Marine
Technology Park

Golden Jubilee
Hospital
Queens
Quay

(i.e. District Heating, Hydrogen, Carbon Capture
and Storage etc) to facilitate a trend towards low
emissions for the population of Scotland and,
therefore, a ‘cleaner’ environment.

positive long term change. That change extends to
the workers and landowners around Dumbarton
and Clydebank. We want to create a recreational and
landscape resource that enriches the lives of all the
people of WDC and with public art and public realm
telling the story of the Green Clyde.

Accordingly, there is an opportunity though the NCR
to create a different type of industrial landscape/
use, one that works with the recreational land that
surrounds it and reflects this exceptional coastal
setting.

The extent to which those living within the area
can benefit from key recreational assets such as
the Forth and Clyde Canal (National Cycle Route),
the Kilpatick Hills, Loch Lomond and Trossachs
National Park and the River Clyde itself should not
be underestimated. The NCR must ensure that the
quality of access to these assets is maximised in
order to support health and well being, but crucially
it must open up the opportunity of the underutilised
riverbank throughout.

However, we need to ensure that the experience and
the opportunity is fully shared with the people of
WDC in particular. There will be some loss of open
space and habitat, however, if this can be offset
with improvements to employment opportunities,
skills development, transport, the quality of open
space and the provision of reasonably priced heat
and power, then we see the entire package as a
31
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Inclusive Growth
The development will contribute to sustainable
economic growth that helps to reduce poverty and
inequality across Scotland.

Kilpatrick Hills &
John Muir Way

Loch Lomond & Trossachs
National Park

Dumbarton

Bowling

Quarry

Scotts
Yard

Bowling
Harbour

Exxon
Dumbarton
Castle & Rock

One of the key priorities for the NCR will be the
regeneration of Exxon.

The investment in Exxon that has been delivered
through City Deal will result in a fundamental
change to this declining industrial area to make
it one of the most desirable and net zero carbon
industrial estates in Europe.

This will include the transition of Exxon from a
vacant site to a thriving ‘renewable energy park’
within the heart of the NCR core.

It also considers the potential inclusion of sites
where accessibility has been enhanced due to
infrastructure improvements including road access
to Exxon.

Sites within Exxon are likely to play an important
role in delivering energy transition, with the
potential regeneration of this industrial estate a
direct benefit to Scotland associated with the Green
Clyde project.
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Immediate Objectives

• Commence work on green transportation
plan incl. rail proposals for Exxon.

Railway line and stations
Strategic road network
National Cycle Route

Old Kilpatrick

Subsea 7

Scottish Marine
Technology Park

Dalmuir

Clydebank

Yoker

Golden Jubilee
Hospital
Queens
Quay

Ever since the production of the proposed Exxon
Masterplan and associated Business Case there
have been priorities to ensure that the design and
delivery of future development within this area
involves local communities, and in particular the
residents of Bowling, to ensure that tangible benefits
are included to local people stemming from such
projects. The NCR relies upon the same objectives
and seeks to incorporate such benefits to the local
residents within this area to create an inclusive and
mutually beneficial regeneration project for both
local people and economic development within this
area.
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Place
The development will protect or enhance the
quality of a place or improve biodiversity.

Kilpatrick Hills &
John Muir Way

Loch Lomond & Trossachs
National Park
River Park

Quarry

Bowling

Dumbarton Central
Dumbarton East

Scotts
Yard

Bowling
Harbour

Exxon
Dumbarton
Castle & Rock

The Green Clyde
Our vision for the Green Clyde is to create an entirely
self-sufficient carbon neutral exemplar development
that balances the physical needs of the NCR with an
important recreational environment and a rich riparian
landscape. Already at Queens Quay work is underway
on the District Heating Network, an approach that
could be replicated across the NCR.
A fundamental part of this is the creation of an Energy
River Park woven through the NCR. The ‘Green Clyde’
will be developed through an extensive masterplan
process with local people and community groups
heavily involved. It will create priorities to enhance
local landscape character, cultural heritage, open space
and biodiversity interspersed throughout the NCR area.
Specifically, it will provide extensive opportunities for
landscape and open space enhancements that will
complement the more rugged and industrial character
of the NCR.
34

To this extent, the following characteristics will be
applicable to the Green Clyde:
• Open space and landscape enhancements to
complement energy transition related uses
within other areas.
• Enhanced pedestrian and cycling accessibility
(building on ‘Connecting Clyebank’) including
enhancement of river trails to enhance better
appreciation of heritage, biodiversity and nature
elements within and within close proximity to
the NCR.
• Celebrating innovation, research and
development by incorporating interactive
centres of excellence that celebrate the special
characterises of place within the NCR.
• A high speed broadband connection and 5G
networks throughout the park enabling working
from any location within the landscape.

Immediate Objectives

• Consider introduction of a Masterplan
Consent Area focused on the above
‘exemplar’ green credentials and
incentives.

Railway line and stations
Strategic road network

River Park

National Cycle Route

Kilpatrick

Subsea 7

Drumchapel

Drumry
Singer

Dalmuir

Clydebank

Scottish Marine
Technology Park

Garscadden

Golden Jubilee
Hospital
Queens
Quay
Westway

Glasgow Airport

Ferry Village

Braehead

centre of excellence for energy transition.

Accordingly, the riparian character within the NCR
would be protected and enhanced by incorporating
the following values:
• Celebrating the heritage values of this
environment and allow for enhanced
appreciation of such ecclesiastical, maritime and
riparian features and their historical setting.
• Celebrating the landscape features and
archaeological elements associated with area Antonine Wall World Heritage Site / Forth and
Clyde Canal / Kilpatrick Hills etc.

The key priorities for protecting and enhancing
place within the NCR is that this project will take
cognisance and value of the existing cultural and
local assets within this area as equally important as
the economic development priorities.

NCR as a Place
Places designed around the needs of people and
buildings and spaces, which are of high quality,
are a central ambition for West Dunbartonshire
Council. The history of development within West
Dunbartonshire has led to creation of historic places
with great character and identify, surrounded
by connections to the natural environment. The
provision of good quality places and open spaces
have consequential benefits to health and wellbeing, especially where these are integrated with,
and connected to, green infrastructure.

• Recognising the special value, recreational
benefits and ecological character and the
riparian character of the land within the NCR
including the Inner Clyde Special Protection
Area.
There is also scope to consider a future energy
transition zone research and development facility /
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Clydebuilt

Doon the Water

Many disadvantaged communities across the Inner
Clyde are directly linked to the demise of industries
with which they were once closely associated.
While a residual pride remains in those industries
such as shipbuilding, and in companies like Singer
of Clydebank, with each new generation that
connection and pride weakens. Projects such as
Pride of the Clyde (PotC) seek to reconnect people
with their industrial heritage, engendering a sense
of pride and belonging, and to identify ways in
which that heritage can still positively contribute to
economic activity and social well-being.

The area is rich in historic heritage including Stone
Age chambered cairns, a section of the Antonine
Wall and Dumbarton Castle, but also more recent
cultural heritage associated with the areas’
industrial past, in particular shipbuilding, the Titan
Crane in Clydebank and the Forth and Clyde Canal.
These iconic heritage assets are important to local
identify and for attracting visitors to the area. NCR
and PotC will seek to significantly raise the profile of
these assets.
Equally, or arguably more, important to these
projects is the diverse array of local heritage assets
and stories which relate directly to peoples’ everyday
lives. These are as varied as the Renfrew Ferry
slipways to local woodlands where generations of
kids have had their first adventures.
Whether regionally or locally important the
heritage assets could be much better connected to
communities and each other via a green network of
off-road paths, utilising natural heritage sites, and
promoting recreation, active travel and healthier
lifestyles, as well as engendering local pride.
36

New Clydesiders

By taking this multifaceted approach to heritage,
and engaging both professionals and local people
across a wide geographical area, NCR and PotC
will make heritage central to a vision for the Inner
Clyde Estuary built on a positive self-image and the
aspirations of local people.

National Records of Scotland population records
for each of the four local authorities on the Clyde
indicate that all but Renfrewshire has experienced
a steady decline in people living there since 1989.
Future projections predict that only Glasgow will
experience population growth over the next two
decades and all authorities will have an increasingly
ageing population.
Significantly raising the profile of heritage across the
Inner Clyde, and ensuring heritage becomes a key
feature in Local Development Plans and in defining
the identity of new developments, will create
unique and attractive places in which to live and
work. Promoting an image of a visually interesting
place with a unique backstory will contribute to
the retention of the existing population and attract
“new Clydesiders” to the area.
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Part Three:

NPF4 Call for Ideas Response
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Q 01

What development will we need to
address climate change?

40

Location Location Location

What we will need to do to reach the
target of net zero emissions by 2045

Climate change is recognised as probably the most
significant issue that is expected to affect the
delivery of development projects the most in the
coming years and decades.

As noted within this document, we are of the
view that the Scottish government is working well
towards its target with the first evidence of 100%
renewable energy provision already being achieved.

Many aspects feed into, and are affected by, the
issue of Climate Change and all that entails. First
of all consideration has to be given to reducing the
impact of development on the Carbon footprint and
slowing climate change in a way that its impact is
reduced. Secondly, consideration has to be given
to the climate change that is already happening
and affecting developments, and how we mitigate
against this.

Linking land use planning with major
infrastructure delivery is key however
as these two aspects go hand in hand in
helping to reduce the carbon footprint.
Where major infrastructure exists, it
should be utilised to its full capacity

In this aspect consideration must be given to fuel
usage, both through property design and transport
provision; infrastructure design and usage and to
reduce the reliance on the car and other detrimental
transport types.

The opportunities that this could provide
to support jobs and the economy.
In a similar vein to linking land use with
infrastructure, we consider that it is important,
where possible, to link homes with jobs reducing the
travel needs of workers. Improving the availability
of working from home and reducing the need for
travel to work

Alongside this, consideration must be given to the
impact that climate change is already having on
developments and improving the position that we
are in, in terms of our Carbon footprint.

The type of development that is needed
to address climate change, is that
which is in the right location. Having
the right development in the right
place is key, making best use of the
infrastructure that exists, and where
necessary thinking strategically to
ensure a reduction in the negative
impact on climate change, and a
positive response in reducing the
impact upon our earth.

How places can be made more resilient to the long
term impacts of climate change.
Where done correctly, the allocation of major land
releases on a larger scale than currently will assist
in increasing resilience to climate change. It will
lead to less development on a piecemeal basis
where the cumulative impact is not always as easy
to understand. We should set national targets that
encourage development at scale.
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Q 02

How can planning best support our
quality of life, health and wellbeing
in the future?

Where we might want to live in 2050

West Dunbartonshire is comprised of connected
and quality greenspaces that provide a range of
uses which have real benefits to our residents while
protecting and enhancing the quality and beauty
of our natural environment. These assets, such as
access to the Kilpatrick Hills, Loch Lomond and the
Trossachs National Park, the Antonine Wall, the
Forth and Clyde Canal, areas of large open space, the
national cycle route and so on provide our residents
with many opportunities for recreation.

As things stand, people want to live in different
places. However there is a focus on family homes in
peripheral, well connected places, where facilities
are available and where education is of a high
standard.
Where we live in 2050 will very much be influenced
by how we live and work. There will always be a
pull towards the Cities but the advancement in
technology creates an opportunity to live much
more remotely and yet more connected.

The creation of quality green spaces, Green
Networks and Green Infrastructure can provide a
range of beneficial outcomes, including economic;
environmental; climatic; mental and physical
health; and social improvements. The provision of
high quality green infrastructure and more, larger
open spaces is now highly prevalent in light of the
Covid-19 pandemic and the design of places now
needs to re-orientate itself towards this objective.

How many and what types of homes we
will need
As with the current situation, we will seek a mixture
of housetypes throughout. There will be trends, as
there are now, and some housetypes will be driven
by necessity, but in general we expect that a mix of
house types is expected to still be required.

Whether and where we might need new
settlements, and regeneration of existing
communities

Whether we could target development
to address longstanding differences in
health and quality of life

As identified earlier in this document, we consider
it important that strategic thinking is required to
deliver the necessary homes that are needed across
the country. The new towns approach was arguably
successful previously, and a similar approach is
required, with big and brave decisions required in
order to deliver.

The way in which people live, and where they live
undoubtedly impacts upon health and quality of
life. It affects social and environmental aspects, and
therefore development should be targeted in this
respect. Planning is well placed to address this.
Focussing development where exemplar living and
working environments can sit alongside extensive
outdoor recreation and leisure opportunities is
hugely important.

Large scale new settlements will succeed where
infrastructure of all types is concentrated.
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Q 03

What does planning need to do to
enable an economy that benefits
everyone?

What our economy might look like in
2050

What type, scale and distribution
of business and industrial land and
premises will be needed

It is considered that a mixed economy with a mix
of strong sectors is a route to creating a strong and
resilient economy.

Technology has a significant role to play in this
regard. We are moving more and more to an online approach for many aspects of the economy.
Notwithstanding this, manufacturing remains a
requirement, and will continue to do so, perhaps
in an increased way to ensure economic resilience
with less reliance on global markets. Offices will
be less required as the home working economy
increases, and the retail world will be almost
purely experiential rather than a practical and
necessity based commodity. Necessary retail, will
be focused on-line, with the only hardware retail
being where added value is experienced.

How planning can anticipate and respond
to the economic challenges of Brexit
Having now been impacted upon by the issues
surrounding Coronavirus, the issues associated
with Brexit are considered to minor in scale.
Notwithstanding this, economic resilience is of the
utmost importance. It is considered that this may
come through a wide range of economic influences,
with no particular focus on one industry.

What the key sectors might be and what
infrastructure they may need to support
them

It is considered that scale will increase, but it will
very much be clustered, with less sporadic facilities
across the Country. Having noted the above,
technology may also potentially allow for industry
to sit hand in hand with residential with improved
mitigation measures available allowing the two to
be closely linked.

Scotland has an abundance of natural resources for
energy creation. Within time, our energy generation
will be at such a level that it will become an
exportable commodity. This needs to be recognised
and embraced, with the appropriate investment
provided into the necessary infrastructure.

Where significant investment sites
might be

This will have implications in the short term on the
requirement for on-site renewables. In the medium
and long term cheap renewable power could
transform our economy.

Significant investment will primarily need to
be where there is a ready workforce available.
However, where there s potential for major
industries, that investment may be focused, such
as our ports, for offshore renewables.

How planning could stimulate and
distribute growth

How economic opportunities could
improve, or be accessible from, places
where deprivation is concentrated.

The Planning Process is in place to help make
difficult decisions through a processed approach.
It is considered that Planning should strive to be
proactive, ambitious and not be constrained by the
fear of causing political difficulties. Planning has
the position to make bold and enlightened decisions
on major projects and should take this opportunity.
NPF 4 should identify major new projects that will
provide a robust future for our country, and whilst
infrastructure is extremely important, it must link
with land use throughout to be successful.

In areas of deprivation, there is, more often than
not, a large number of people. Improving health
and well being in these areas will bring many of
those deprived into a state where they can, and
are willing to work. Tapping into this potential
will make those deprived areas more attractive for
economic investment.
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Visualisation of the Scottish Marine Technology Park
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Q 04

How can planning improve, protect
and strengthen the special character
of our places?
Whether we need to think about the
concept of green belts? Protecting vs
Creating

The special character of our places, is what makes
us want to live there, what makes us want to work
there, or what makes us want to visit there. When
this special character is in place, there are many
ways to improve, protect and strengthen it.

Scotland has an abundance of areas and places with
what we would all recognise as a ‘special’ character.
It is our opinion that the mechanisms are in place,
through the use of listing, conservation areas, world
heritage sites and ecology focused designations, to
protect that special character.

Live
We want to live in a home that is comfortable, safe
and secure, practical to our needs, whether that
be linked to our work, our family situation, or our
favoured pastimes. We want the place we live to be
personal to us, whether it be a flat in the city centre
with our favourite artwork on the wall, or a family
home on the outskirts of the urban area, with open
space at our back door in which to roam. We want
our homes to be in a place where recreation and
relaxation are not difficult to access. That could be
recreation in the form of outdoor activities, but also
city centre and social activities. We all relax in our
own way. So we want a place to live that is personal
to us.

Scotland also has an unfortunate abundance of
less desirable areas, particularly in urban areas,
where something significant needs to change to
allow some resemblance of character to be created.
These areas are rightly recognised as areas where
intervention is required.
The greater challenge for the planning system are
those areas which sit in between the two. In other
words, areas which are protected by some kind of
environmental or green belt designation but which,
due to their outstanding location (around our urban
areas), the infrastructure nearby, and/or market
pressure, will always be extremely attractive for
development.

Work
The vast majority of us want to work as close to our
home as possible, whilst also being able to separate
our work from our home life. We want our work to
be as enjoyable as possible in a setting where we
are productive and provide value in order to enable
us to thereafter enrich our home lives. We also
increasingly want to be able to work from home.

West Dunbartonshire has a number of natural
assets which need to be protected and, where
appropriate, enhanced to provide recreational
and tourism opportunities. The Council’s spatial
strategy contained within its forthcoming Local
Development Plan 2 clearly defines the land
allocations with West Dunbartonshire, which
are brownfield land within the urban area; rural
areas, which are classified as countryside, and
areas designated as Greenbelt. The majority of the
countryside and greenbelt designations relate to the
Kilpatrick Hills and surrounding landscape. The Plan
provides a wide range of policies which protect these
assets whilst seeking to enhance and improve them
for appropriate activities. Within urban areas, a large
amount of open space is also protected to ensure
that communities have access to green spaces and
recreational resources.

Visit
Different people visit places for a vast variety of
reasons, whether it be to see a beauty they don’t
have at home, to link to the past, or to partake in a
pastime that they have to visit a place to experience
it. Special Character, is often one of those reasons
that people visit a place.
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What the future might be for our
riverside, semi-rural and coastal
communities.

The proposal for the North Clyde Riverbank aims
to redevelop and regenerate vacant and derelict
brownfield land within the urban area, whilst
interlinking with and protecting the natural
environment and using it for recreational and
tourism opportunities. This approach is in line
with the spatial strategy and policies of Local
Development Plan 2 and will strengthen the
protection of these important resources whilst
creating new and compatible opportunities to
deliver a unique place where work and living is
combined with recreational pursuits.

With remote working becoming much more
practical, our rural locations will increasingly
become realistic destinations for those who want
to work in City based jobs, yet enjoy a more rural
lifestyle. This technological revolution will be
transformational for rural, coastal and island
communities. However, these communities need to
be ready to accept growth and need to keep up to
date with the necessary physical, social and digital
infrastructure, to support this transformation.
Our coastal locations need to be much more alive
to recreational and short distance water based
transport.

Scotland is a small country. It needs to get the best
out of what it has. It cannot ignore the development
potential of outstanding sites surrounded by
existing infrastructure. Moreover, these sites
are often high value and (as in the case of NCR)
developers and landowners will embrace the
opportunity to allocate their sites by agreeing to
exacting requirements in terms of zero carbon etc.

How we could unlock the potential of
vacant and derelict land.
This requires flexibility and being willing to make
brave decisions. Many of the vacant and derelict
sites remain as there are just too many barriers to
delivery. Removing those barriers (incl. multiple
ownership, site contamination and lack of market
interest) may need more than strong leadership.
We may need to make brave choices. Amongst
those choices may be the decision not to redevelop
land but instead to transform it into parkland or
ecological use. Arguably, the public purse could be
used more effectively by allocating well connected
green land around cities for development (which
would driven by private investment) while greening
some large previously developed urban sites.

What special places will need protection
in the future.
Generally, the same places that receive protection
now. Historic Places, environmentally important
places, places that are important for our economy.
There has also to be a recognition that protection
does not mean no development. Progress requires
change. The planning system is there to ensure that
change is the right change, in the right place. We
need to consider a cultural shift in planning and
local politics. There is far too much obsessing about
the impact of development now and far too little
consideration of how today’s planning decisions
will benefit future generations. Planners are not
just there to protect buildings or land for the next
ten year life cycle of a plan. Planners are there to
create better places for the next fifty years: For
our children’s, children’s children. That is how our
contribution must be measured.

Occasionally, and as is the case in the NCR, the
development of green land can significantly bolster
the regeneration and transformation of vacant,
derelict and underused land. To date WDC have
been proactive in regenrating vacant and derelict
sites with examples that include Queens Quay, the
Scottish Marine Technology Park at Carless and the
former Exxon site in Dumbarton.
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What our city and town centres might
look like in the future.

How we can get the most out of our
productive land.

City and Town Centres will remain as physical,
social and economic hubs to our settlements, but
evidence shows that retail in particular, is changing
enormously. It is however, the experience of being
in the heart of our towns and cities that matters
and the rich mix of activities that are on offer, not
shopping per se. That experience must be protected.

With the climate change targets and potential
impact of the recent Covid-19 issues, it is considered
that more locally sourced food, grown in greater
concentrations will increase in importance. The
availability of cheap (perhaps free) renewable
electricity also creates an unique opportunity to set
up cheap facilities locally and at scale.

Flexibility in policy making is going to be critical to
allow these centres to change at a reasonable pace
while protecting that experience. Vacant shops
and derelict spaces will be very damaging through
this process of transition. Town and City Centre
living still has great potential to increase, but it
requires the right quality of services to be there.
Managing this transition will be a huge challenge
for planning going forward. Establishing positive,
if temporary uses, upon land in transition will
be critical i.e. adding to the experience through
transition. Community agriculture / grow rooms,
the temporary reuse of buildings and an expansion
in projects like the ‘stalled Spaces’ programme in
Glasgow, will be key.
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Q 05

What infrastructure do we need
to plan and build to realise our
long-term aspirations?

What infrastructure we will need in the
future.

This process must be underpinned by a new type of
national plan. It is our sincere hope that NPF4 will be
that plan.

Scotland is potentially on the verge of a new
industrial / energy revolution. Our small countries
ability to capture renewable energy to an extent
well beyond its own energy requirements, creates
a unique opportunity. Scotland has the greatest
renewable energy potential (per head of population]
of any country in the EU. If the capacity for
renewable energy identified in NRIP is realised, then
Scotland will generate significant surplus energy.

The availability of energy has been hugely
influential in planning cities and towns from
immemorial. Scotland needs to think long term as
to how this potentially huge energy surplus will
influence the planning of its places, towns and
cities; its transport networks and the homes and
businesses that they all serve. Integrated planning
of infrastructure and land use needs to be long term,
ambitious, commercial and apolitical. The national
interest must prevail over local concerns for Scotland
to succeed. Ultimately (driven from the national
level) the outcome of this planning will manifest
itself in local development plans.

That surplus energy (predominantly) will be used
in two ways; firstly to export to mainland UK
customers via the National Grid; and, secondly to
offer cheap renewable energy to businesses, services
and processes (including transport infrastructure
operating within Scotland) itself. The latter point
makes Scotland a particularly attractive location for
businesses which use large amounts of electricity.

How we can make better use of existing
infrastructure capacity, including
through innovation.

It is critical therefore that as a nation we prioritise
the planning and delivery of:

We can start by assessing where infrastructure
exists; where that infrastructure has capacity; where
infrastructure could be most affordably improved
for the greatest public benefit; and, how land use
development opportunities could be concentrated to
both benefit from that existing infrastructure and to
focus investment upon new infrastructure.

• The offshore infrastructure required to
generate this electricity;
• The physical infrastructure required to transfer
this renewable energy from predominantly
offshore sources to land based users.
• The infrastructure for energy storage /
conversion and capture;

All of this must be viewed through the prism
of significant expansion of renewable energy
(electricity and heat) provision. We should be
prepared to question and innovate in terms of our
attitudes to planning policy and environmental
protection. But we must balance that consideration
with an acknowledgment that Scotland’s
environment is also one of its greatest strengths.

• Energy networks that enable this energy to
be transferred either internationally or intranationally to homes and businesses across
Scotland and the UK;
• The skills base and the supply chain [on both
East and West Coast] that will ensure the
investment in renewables comes to Scotland;
• The infrastructure that will facilitate the
construction and ensure the long term
maintenance of these new energy sources and
their networks; and,
• The social, educational and research
infrastructure that will ensure that Scotland
delivers on renewables and zero carbon in
perpetuity.
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Where transport connections will be
needed to support future development.

Where our international gateways, hubs
and links will be in a post-Brexit world.

The implications of a huge increase in renewable
electricity will be far reaching. Electric vehicles
will become the norm and post 2035 diesel and
petrol vehicles will become few and far between.
Public transport will see a similar transformation
and perhaps even a significant uplift in usage,
especially if reduced energy costs are passed on to
the consumer.

Traditionally our ports, train stations and harbours
have been our critical physical gateways. There is no
reason to suspect that this will change up to 2050.
What will likely change is that high speed rail travel
will take over from short haul air travel and that
automated freight transport (drones) will play a
greater role.
In the digital world – high capacity information
transmission networks associated with greater
homeworking (see the coronavirus reaction) or
locally accessible working ‘hubs’ where working
people can still socially interface but without
necessarily traveling to a central working point, will
form future world facing gateways. We recognise
that not all working people can do so from home,
but many can and those that can, are those that are
more likely to utilise outward facing technology
‘gateways’.

That said our roads will still be used. Electric or
driverless vehicles are quieter, less polluting and
potentially more capable of being a shared resource
but personal mobility is likely to remain a key factor
in transport usage.
Perhaps just as importantly from a transportation
perspective, the way we live and work, and journey
between the two, is changing. The recent Covid19
lockdown shows that a very significant proportion
of the workforce can adapt to homeworking
three or four days per week without necessarily
undermining productivity. Not only will this
affect the way businesses think about their future
locations and office strategy, it will affect how
individuals choose to work, the times and frequency
they choose to travel to work and how they travel.
It will also hugely influence where that workforce
choose to live. This will impose / require a radical
transformation in transport planning, modelling and
funding.

How digital connectivity could change
the way we live and work.
Digital connectivity is already having a huge impact
on the way we shop, travel and work flexibly. This
will only increase and intensify. The current Covid19
lockdown process, has only demonstrated just how
important digital platforms are to the way we run
our businesses and communities. This change is
fundamental and irreversible. People and business
will work differently from now on.

The space on our strategic roads and motorways
may, therefore, not be used up by private cars,
leaving the way clear to consider whether e.g. high
occupancy vehicle lanes / electric vehicle lanes /
‘no driver’ lanes / bus lanes or some combination
of these could be used to maximise throughput of
persons – where required. There is a case to be made
that building capacity in fibre or other information
transmission networks is more efficient than
building capacity into people moving networks.

The digital world is fast moving and it is going to
be very challenging to plan for something which
changes constantly. What we can plan for however,
is the best possible infrastructure to enable that new
digital world to work better with faster download
/ realtime operation. As a society, we also need to
ensure the best possible training and facilities to
enable all our people and communities to be skilled
in using these digital connections.

The Scottish Government is correct that we cannot
continue to plan for land use and infrastructure
separately.
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Where our natural resources for energy
are.

What emerging and future technologies
we will need to plan for.

Evidence would suggest but the next great
leap forward in renewable energy lies offshore.
Immediately, that points to further offshore wind
developments at scale in the North Sea serviced
from Aberdeen. It seems clear that the current oil
and gas networks and platforms in the North Sea
will play a significant part in offshore wind going
forward. This would suggest that traditional service
centres for the North Sea will become the key hubs
for the growth of offshore wind.

We need to plan for a world that is moving so fast
it’s almost impossible to plan for detail. We know
we need to plan for good places and a mixture of
uses. We know that we need to plan for renewable
energy, transportation, digital and community
infrastructure. Beyond that, everything else will be
mixed use and judged on its quality, adaptability
and sustainability. What this means is that forward
planning needs to get the big moves right at the
national and regional level. The local level will
increasingly focus upon how developments respond
to context. Traditional land use planning at the local
level that allocated residential, employment, office
or retail will become increasingly redundant.

Offshore wind on the west coast is less developed
although the potential is just as also, significant.
While the North Sea has a significant number of
ports and harbours servicing this industry, Aberdeen
provides a unique ‘Port City’ offer as the areas oil
and gas [and in the future zero carbon] hub. No such
equivalent is found on the West Coast.
The exiting port infrastructure on the Clyde, offers
huge potential to act as the hub for the construction,
assembly and maintenance of offshore wind on the
west coast. That will not be in isolation. Mallaig,
Oban and other ports up and down the West Coast
will play their part. However like Aberdeen, the
Clyde can offer scale, and incomparable access
to skilled labour, supply chain and rail and road
networks.
The production of renewable energy from
tidal and Wave technology will follow closely.
Protecting / retaining and putting in place the right
infrastructure, resources and systems on both east
and west coast now, is critical to realise Scotland’s
potential to be a major player in the energy market
going forward.
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